
 Motif Search

Click on [Database Search] to enter the 

search page.



Motif Search

[Adv.](advanced search)/ Motif selection/ Motif Selection [select]



Search base on motif

1.Select a motif

a. according to the coding number

or b. base on the motif attributes, 

ex. design_element

2. Choose a icon and drag down to the box

3. Press Confirm

1.a

1.b

2. Drag to the box

3.



Motif Search

After returning to this page, 
this section will display the
search method.

Click on [Search] or [Clear] to 
search for sherd or to clear 
the input data.



Motif Search

Sites list

Search Result: all 
sherds with motif 
A441 and A448

Site map: 
the number indicates 
the amount of sherds
with those motifs  
from two sites

Search Results Interface Page



1.Press        to add more columns. 

2.Click ‘order’ can build up an motif order. In this case, A441 
comes first and A448 afterwards. 



Motif Search

 Search base on vessel form

Now, we are looking at a dish has never been seen before. From the 
picture we can see that the lip is formed by triangular and circular 
shaped protrusions. In addition, we assumes its vessel form is very 
similar to V3-1.



We use the attribute 
of motifs to select the 
approximate design 
element and 
technique and lead to 
the result of motif 
PK94. 

Example result:PK94



Click on the [Vessel List] will 
open a new window of vessel
forms. Select the matching 
Vessel form(V03-1) and click on 
[Confirm].



Every row will 
begin with a 
number that 
corresponds with 
the sherd region. 
“1” is lip. “3” 
is rim. “R” is 
random. Check 
“R” when the 
order of motifs is 
unknown

Click on Confirm to return to Sherd Search 

Interface.

Drag the matching 
motifs to the

appropriate sherd
region. If other parts 
of the sherd regions’
motifs are unknown,
check the NA tab to 

indicate the unknown 
data



Motif Search

For more information check off
the list then click on 
[Complete Data] for detail 
information of the 
result.

Press [Search] to go 
to results.



Motif Search

It is possible for a search that 
Does not use [NA] and [R] as 
Long as the rest of the 
Information is filled in.



Press     to add more columns for this 

region.

Selecting N/A represents any sherd as 

long as the vessel form is in accordance 

with V24-2 and contains motifs A448 in 

Region 1 Section 1 and A441 in Region 10 

Section 1 will be listed.

R indicates a region contains several 

motifs regardless of their  order.

Explanation of N/A, R and 

Motif Search



Motif Search  Backstage Management

 Recording data in the backstage management 
system

Finding motifs from sherds by hand



Backstage Management

A31

GS89

A497

A448

Click on [Data Input] in the homepage 
and it will take you to the backstage in order 
to record the information of motifs.



Backstage Management

After Login, click on Edit Sherd

under Sherd Management



Backstage Management

Choose the sherd
and click on Edit.

Click on [Vessel  Info]



Backstage Management

[Vessel Info] 
Interface 

When the sherd
is too small or
fragment, then 
select [Unknown]. 
After that the 
page will 
automatically 
lead to [Region 
Info]

In the interface, 

there are many 

different kinds of 

vessel forms.



Backstage Management

[Region Info]
Interface will display
corresponding 
sherd region 
depending on the 
selected vessel. 
If [Unknown] was 
selected then all
available regions 
will be displayed.



Backstage Management

Enter
motifs in the 
correct regions.



Backstage Management

Click on 
[UPDATE] to 
finish motif
data recording
in the 
backstage 
system!



Backstage Management

In addition, by clicking the

Region section, it is

possible to select a motif

by their various attributes.


